OPPORTUNITY: Professional Development Program – Recruiting Recent Graduate Civil Engineers

TO THE ATTENTION OF ALL FHWA EMPLOYEES:

The Professional Development Program (PDP) Office is advertising for several recent graduates of a Civil Engineering program (GS-810-07/09.)

Program Description:
As PDP participants, the candidates will receive an introduction to the technical, administrative, and program management aspects of highway engineering in the Agency. During this 2 year developmental program, the employee will complete three major components including apprentice experience, developmental assignments, and a professional development academy. The apprentice experience will occur in one of FHWA’s Federal-Aid Division Offices or Federal Lands Highway Division Offices. Developmental assignment options may include the following: design, construction, project development, environment, safety, pavements, materials, research, ITS, bridge, traffic operations, hydraulics, preventive maintenance, access management, utilities and R/W, planning, surveys, geotechnical, and value engineering.

IMPORTANT: THE POSITION HAS A MOBILITY REQUIREMENT. Applicants must be open to geographic mobility for developmental assignments and permanent placement relocation nationwide. A signed mobility agreement is a condition of employment.

For more information and to apply, please see the following USAJobs links:
https://www.usajobs.gov/GetJob/ViewDetails/428587700
FHWA.HAD-2016-0026
Pathways Recent Graduate (Civil Engineer) "P", GS-810-07/09 multiple locations (Open to All US Citizens)

Please forward this email to any potential interested candidates.